Model study of short-term dynamics of secondary treatment reed beds at Saxby (Leicestershire, UK).
Relatively simple black-box models, such as the well-known k-C* model, are commonly applied to design horizontal sub-surface flow constructed treatment wetlands. Important shortcomings of this model are the oversimplification of reality on the one hand, and the inability to predict short-term effluent dynamics on the other. A possible solution for these drawbacks could be the application of dynamic compartmental models. This article reports on the calibration requirements and the simulation results of such a dynamic model. A quantitative sensitivity analysis was used to identify the most sensitive parameters after which model predictions were optimized by adjusting those parameter values. Model fits were acceptable but missed some of the short-term dynamics observed in reality. At this point, it might therefore still be unwise to use the model as a design tool. Further model adjustments and calibration efforts are needed to enhance its reliability.